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This paper investigates the support given by currently available tools for dealing with accessibility at 
different phases of the development process. At first, we provide a detailed classification of accessibility 
guidelines according to several levels of automation. Then we analyze which automated inspection 
techniques are supported by currently available tools for building Web sites. By means of a case study we 
try to assess the possibility of fixing accessibility problems at early phases of the development process. 
Our results provide insights for improving current available tools for Web design in order to take 
accessibility into account at all phases of development process of Web sites. 
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1 Introduction  

In recent years Accessibility has become a legal requirement as many countries have enacted laws for 
Accessibility which are responsible for the content published on the Web [37]. In the United States, the 
regulation Section 508 [25] was amended in 1998 to address new Information Technologies and the 
Web. In Europe, the European Commission encourages state members to enact laws for accessibility of 
public Web sites at all levels of government. Many member states such as France, Germany, Portugal, 
and the UK, among many others, have created laws for the accessibility of digital content. The 
European Commission has also supported initiatives for promoting the accessibility such as the 
creation of a European e-Accessibility Certification (EuraCert) [13] and the development of a Unified 
Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM 1.0) [32, 33] whose aims are to provide a set of guidelines and 
a standard procedure for manual and/or automated accessibility inspections. Whilst UWEM 1.0 and 
EuraCert represent important steps forward, measurement and certification of Web sites, from a 
technological point of view are similar to W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiatives [38] which already 
provide guidelines and tools for accessibility checking and digital certificates (e.g.  WAI-A, WAI-AA, 
WAI-AAA) for accessible-compliant Web sites. Accessibility has gained in importance not only 
because of ethical issues (e.g. e-inclusion) but also because of the opportunities for creating new 
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markets (e.g. elderly customers) and for increasing audience size (e.g. accessible Web not only benefits 
impaired users but users in general). It therefore became an essential requirement for promoting 
universal access of Web sites. 

Currently, there are many tools for automating guideline inspection of Web sites such as 
WebXACT [34], TAW [28], WAVE [35], Ocawa [23], and A-Prompt [5]. Most of them include the 
verification of usability and accessibility guidelines. Even though not all guidelines can be 
automatically assessed by these tools, they provide valuable help by reducing costs and time of manual 
inspections. The main inconvenience with these tools is that the evaluation is mostly done on the 
source code (i.e. HTML/XHTML, CSS) which is only available at latter phases of the development 
process when the Web site is ready to be deployed.  

It is noteworthy that most of ergonomic guidelines do not refer to Web page source code (e.g. 
HTML elements/attributes or any other particular technology) nor are they limited to the inspection. In 
fact, according to the phase of the development life cycle different categories of guidelines can be 
employed for supporting design and/or evaluation of User Interfaces (UIs) over different artifacts [20]. 
Some ergonomic guidelines such as “Provide enough colour contrast between foreground and 
background” could be applied either on finished Web pages or artifacts such as templates issued from 
mock-ups (i.e. pencil and paper based prototypes [27]).  

The identification and prevention of accessibility problems in early phases might reduce costs of 
the development. For example, the inspection over a template is usually more efficient and cheaper 
than the inspections of all pages created from the template itself. Similarly, if inspections could be 
done on abstract models used to generate the final user interface, then we can ensure accessibility of 
Web pages by ‘construction’ and avoid additional work to make pages compliant with accessibility 
guidelines.  

The main goal of this paper is to determine how many accessibility guidelines can be assessed in 
earlier steps of the development process and how such early assessments might contribute to reduce 
costs of inspections and improve accessibility of Web sites in general. For this purpose we present 
hereafter a case study which combines several methods including: i) analysis of tool execution over 
existing Web sites, ii) evaluation of tool guidance for reporting and/or correcting accessibility flaws 
whilst editing Web pages, and iii) estimation of checkpoint that could (potentially) be assessed over 
Web site specifications.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents several issues related to the 
automation of accessibility guidelines, including interpretation of high-level guidelines and levels of 
automated inspection. Section 3 presents an overview of development tools and evaluation tools 
currently used to build Web sites. Tools presented in section 3 will be later employed in the case study 
which is fully described in section 4. Section 5 presents our findings. Section 6 compares our results 
with related work in literature and finally in section 7 we present conclusions and future work. 

2 Accessibility Guidelines 

Many guidelines exist [24, 29], most of them include either usability and/or accessibility 
recommendations. As far accessibility is concerned, the set of accessibility guidelines W3C/WAI 
WCAG 1.0 [38] is the most widely agreed standard. WCAG 1.0 contains 14 guidelines which express 
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general accessibility principles. WCAG 1.0 guidelines are divided into 65 checkpoints which are 
reified versions of guidelines describing how they should be interpreted during inspections. Every 
checkpoint is assigned with a priority level ranging from 1 (high priority) to 3 (low priority). Based on 
these priorities, a Web application is said to be level “A” conformant if all checkpoints of priority level 
1 are satisfied, level “AA” if all checkpoints of priority levels 1 and 2 are satisfied, and level “AAA” 
conformant if all checkpoints are satisfied. Table 1 illustrates this organization. 

Table 1 W3C/WAI WCAG 1.0 organization of guidelines. 

Guideline 1: Provide equivalent alternatives to auditory and visual content 

N. Checkpoint Priority 

1.1 Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element (e.g., via "alt", "longdesc", 
or in element content). This includes: images, graphical representations of text 
(including symbols), image map regions, animations (e.g., animated GIFs), 
applets and programmatic objects, ascii art, frames, scripts, images used as list 
bullets, spacers, graphical buttons, sounds (played with or without user 
interaction), stand-alone audio files, audio tracks of video, and video. 

1 

1.2 Provide redundant text links for each active region of a server-side image map. 1 

1.3 Until user agents can automatically read aloud the text equivalent of a visual 
track, provide an auditory description of the important information of the 
visual track of a multimedia presentation. 

1 

1.4 For any time-based multimedia presentation (e.g., a movie or animation), 
synchronize equivalent alternatives (e.g., captions or auditory descriptions of 
the visual track) with the presentation. 

1 

1.5 Until user agents render text equivalents for client-side image map links, 
provide redundant text links for each active region of a client-side image map. 

3 

Guideline 2: Don’t rely on color alone 

N. Checkpoint Priority 

2.1 Ensure that all information conveyed with color is also available without 
color, for example from context or markup. 

1 

2.2 Ensure that foreground and background color combinations provide sufficient 
contrast when viewed by someone having color deficits or when viewed on a 
black and white screen. 

2 

 

Guidelines are expressed in natural language and quite often they should be interpreted in order to 
be useful [26]. Due to their nature, guidelines may be more or less suitable for automation. WCAG’s 
checkpoints provide some guidance for employing guidelines in manual inspections. However, 
automated inspection often requires further interpretation and refinement. For example, let’s consider 
the checkpoint 1.1 “Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element” presented in Table 1. The 
interpretation on how this checkpoint should be inspected against a Web page may lead to alternative 
implementations as presented in Table 2. The simplest implementation (i.e. 1.1.1) would just check the 
presence (or absence) of an alternative text description (i.e. “ALT” attribute). Another possible 
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implementation (i.e. 1.1.2) would consider that “ALT” attributes must not be empty. A third 
implementation (i.e. 1.1.3) would also verify if text inside “ALT” attributes corresponds to the image 
they refer to. The best tools implement more than one of these strategies of verification.  

Table 2 Example of concrete checkpoints for automated inspections of checkpoint 1.1 of WCAG 1.0. 

Checkpoint 1.1  
Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element (e.g., via "alt", "longdesc", or in element content)… 

Implementation Checkpoint description for automated inspection  

1.1.1 Check the presence of an attribute “ALT” on every tag “IMG”. 

1.1.2 Check that attributes “ALT” are not empty. 

1.1.3 Check that text inside “ALT” attributes corresponds to the image they refer to. 

Currently, there is no available tool supporting the verification of the semantics of alternative text 
and image’s content, which creates a gap between checkpoint’s descriptions and actual checkpoints 
automation. However, tools can provide active help pointing out where designers should look (i.e. lines 
of HTML code) during manual inspections. Characterizing the level of automation helps to estimate 
the impact of correcting errors when guidelines are violated. Hereafter we present an extended version 
of Ivory’s taxonomy [19] for describing the levels of automation: 

• None: the guideline is supported by the software tool but no automatic analysis is performed (this 
is typically the case of warnings such as “Use the clearest and simplest language appropriate for a 
site's content” (source: WCAG 1.0, checkpoint 14.1 [priority 1]); 

• Capture: the software tool records data (e.g. collect Web pages weight) that can be used later to 
evaluate guidelines such as “Web pages should not exceed 70 Kb” (source: AccessiWeb); 

• Analysis: the software tool just detects guideline violations but it does not provide any correction 
for it. For example, the violation of the guideline “Provide a text equivalent for every non-text 
element” (source: WCAG 1.0, checkpoint 1.1 [priority 1] ) would be reported as “img element 
missing alt attribute, check line 21”; 

• Critique: the software tool automatically identifies guideline violations and describes how to 
proceed to fix them; for example, for guideline: “Clearly identify the primary natural language of a 
document” (source: WCAG 1.0, Checkpoint 4.3 [Priority 3]) the critique would be: “Check if the 
content is HTML, check for the html element's lang attribute. If the content is XHTML 1.0, or any 
version of XHTML served as "text/html", check for both the html element's lang attribute and 
XML:lang attribute. If the content is XHTML 1.1 or higher and served as type 
“application/xhtml+xml”, check for the html element’s XML:lang attribute.”; 

• Suggestion: the software tool suggests accessibility and/or usability options at design time so that 
guidelines are respected by tool interposition (or by construction). For example, an accessibility 
option can be checked to automatically prompt the user to give a textual alternative every time he 
inserts an image in a page. Another example is the automatic suggestion and consequently creation 
of accessible tables. 
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Tools labeled “Critique” evaluate finished artifacts whilst tools labeled “Suggestion” have a 
proactive role preventing designers to add problems when editing artifacts.  

3 Tools for Developing and Evaluating Accessible Web Sites 

Tools for Web development are numerous and can be used at different steps of the development 
process. Development tools are used during the design and implementation of applications while post-
implementation tools are used to evaluate or fix problem on the final application. The following 
categories of tools are considered in this work:   

(i) Visual editors and site managers are authoring tools that make Web sites development easier by 
designing without HTML programming, and also provide features dedicated to site management. Tools 
in this category typically propose a WYSIWYG editor. Adobe® DreamWeaver®a and Microsoft® 
FrontPage®b are such products.  

(ii) Model-driven application generators employ several conceptual models to generate the Web 
applications. Thus, such tools generally cover most of the lifecycle activities and provide a high level 
of automation. Some examples of tools in this category are: e-Citiz [12], WebRatio [3, 36] and 
VisualWade [16]. Except e-Citiz, accessibility is not currently supported by these tools.  

(iii) Evaluation tools, typically, are used at the end of the development process to assess the final 
Web application in order to detect usability and/or accessibility problems. There are several categories 
of evaluation tools [19]: log analysis tools, automated inspection tools, HTML syntax validators, etc. If 
all these categories may support accessibility evaluation or some aspects of accessibility evaluation, 
guideline inspection tools are certainly the most powerful and the most widespread for assessing Web 
accessibility. Among the many products in this category are WebXACT [34], TAW [28] and Ocawa 
[23]. 

One may notice that we did not consider tools conceived to simplify the integration of database 
queries within a Web page (e.g. Web-DBPL integrators [15]) because such tools do not offer more 
accessibility features than visual editors and site managers. One might consider the use of the 
underlying relational model of the database applications to drive the user interface definition including 
description of functionalities and navigation. However, the use of metadata as input for the user 
interface definition requires a specific work on both transformation methods which is out the scope of 
this paper. 

4  Parameters of the Case Study 

For the purposes of this study, only the WCAG 1.0 guidelines were considered. Moreover, the analysis 
was limited to the level AA guidelines (i.e. checkpoints covering priorities 1 and 2) making a total of 
49 individual checkpoints. Nine (9) tools covering different phases of the development were selected 
from a large set of tools available for the categories described in section 3. Due to the nature of the 

                                                 
a Available at: http://www.adobe.com/products/dreamweaver/ 
b Available at: http://www.microsoft.com/frontpage/. Frontage has been recently replaced by two new 
tools (Office SharePoint® Designer 2007 and Expression™ Web Designer) but this updates has no 
impact on the discussion carried out on this paper. 
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tools analyzed, different methods of assessment were employed. The analysis of checkpoints, 
inspection of tools and the artifacts produced by tools allowed the estimation of the number of 
checkpoints covered by tools, number of checkpoints that could be evaluated at each phase of the 
development process, estimation of the potential effort for correcting accessibility problems in early 
phases of the development process.  

4.1 Tools analyzed 

Yet simplified, a development process is required to understand when tools are used. Although there is 
no consensus on phases of development process, one might agree on generic phases such as 
specification (abstract modelling of application), design (models refinement including design 
constraints, integration of content, visual design of elements, etc.), implementation (production of 
application code, database creation, etc.), post-implementation (testing and maintenance). As depicted 
in Figure 1, some tools can be used in a specific phase of the development process (e.g. WebXACT, 
TAW and Ocawa, at post-implementation phase), whilst other span several phases (e.g. Frontpage, 
Dreamweaver, VisualWade and SketchiXML) or provide some support during the entire development 
process (e.g. WebRatio and e-Citiz). 

 

 

Figure 1. Tools support according to steps in development process. 

 

The notion of activities performed and tool support at each phase is important to understand where 
guidelines should be taken into account in the development process. Tools, like VisualWade, which 
generates HTML code from specification, should implement accessibility policies very early in the 
development process to ensure the generation of accessibility problems on generated HTML code.  
These tools address all the categories presented in section 3: Visual editors and site managers (i.e. 
Frontpage, Dreamweaver), Model-driven application generators (VisualWade, SketchiXML, 
WebRatio and e-Citiz) and Evaluation tools (i.e. WebXACT, TAW and Ocawa). 
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e-Citiz [12], WebRatio [3, 36], and VisualWade [16] follow a model-driven approach which make 
them suitable in early phases of development process. WebRatio and VisualWade are generic tools for 
specification of Web sites whilst e-Citiz is a framework dedicated to the specification and deployment 
of electronic administrative procedure (or e-procurement). One of the reasons that e-Citiz was included 
in this survey is the fact that it implements accessibility policies to generate e-procedures compliant 
with WCAG 1.0 guidelines. 

SketchiXML [11] is a representative tool for the activities carried out in the design phase. This tool 
allows a designer to rapidly draw a user interface such as with a classic graphics painting program. 
SketchiXML is equipped with a text and shape recognition engine allowing automatic identification of 
sketches and the automatic reconstruction of user interface components accordingly. The interface is 
specified using the UsiXML notation [31]. Thus, a mock-up reflecting the final interface of a Web 
page is easily obtained with SketchiXML. Indeed, even if SketchiXML has no features dedicated to 
accessibility conformity, evaluations could be performed on the UsiXML source code using a special 
module called UsabilityAdviserc. However, the results presented in this study do not take into account 
the UsabilityAdviser plug-in.  

Macromedia DreamWeaver [4] and Microsoft FrontPage 2003 [22] are among the most popular 
tools for developing Web sites. These tools provide many facilities such as a WYSIWYG 
programming style, CSS styles editing, semi-automatic generation of code for complex structure 
(tables, forms, etc.), pre-designed block of scripts code (Javascript, Flash, etc.) that help to ensure a 
high level of productivity even for novice Web designers. Dreamweaver and FrontPage both include 
accessibility features that will help conforming to accessibility guidelines while developing the 
application. These tools can be coupled the LIFT Machined for inspecting the usability and 
accessibility. The combined use of DreamWeaver/ FrontPage with the LIFT Machine would create a 
bias in our study because it would give a false positive score for tools whose main goal is to support 
the edition of web pages. For this reason, the LIFT plug-in was not included in this study. 

WebXACT [34], TAW [28] and Ocawa [23] are well known tools for accessibility evaluation. The 
purpose of these evaluation tools is to evaluate the accessibility of any Web application. All these tools 
are online Web services that parse the HTML source code of pages and produce an evaluation report 
where accessibility errors and warnings are mentioned. 

 4.2 Methods employed 

Due to the different purposes and use of the tools, three evaluation methods were applied: i) analysis of 
tool execution over real Web sites, ii) evaluation of tool guidance for reporting and/or correcting 
accessibility flaws whilst editing Web pages and iii) estimation of the potential for automated 
checkpoints inspection over Web site specifications. Figure 2 shows the decision processes for 
selecting the best evaluation method in which case.  

The analysis of tool execution was performed over 12 real Web sites known by their accessibility 
defects. The level of automation of inspection was measured against the reports provided by tools. This 

                                                 
c Available at: http://www.usixml.org/index.php?mod=pages&id=42 (June 2008) 
d Available at: http://www.usablenet.com/usablenet_liftmachine.html (June 2008) 
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method was used with evaluation tools (i.e. TAW, Ocawa and WebXACT) and it reflects the results 
that can be obtained by the current practice.  

 

 

Figure 2. Decision process applied to select methods for assessing tool support. 

 

The second method evaluates the tool guidance for reporting and/or correcting accessibility flaws 
whilst editing Web pages. Several techniques such as active help and automatic correction are 
analyzed with respect to treatment given to accessibility checkpoints. It was used with FrontPage 2003 
and Dreamweaver. Such an analysis was based on the availability of components (e.g. images, page, 
etc.).  

The estimation of checkpoints inspections was used in tools supporting a model-based approach 
(i.e. SketchiXML, VisualWade, WebRatio and e-Citiz) when only artifacts were available (e.g. 
conceptual models). All artifacts produced with these tools were analyzed in order to determine if the 
information they contain can be used (or not) for supporting inspection of accessibility guidelines. For 
example, object oriented classes describing pages could be interpreted as Web pages, arrows as links 
and so on. If the specification supports such semantics, we interpret and apply the appropriate 
checkpoints to inspect classes and arrows as if they were pages and links. 

5 Results of Tools Assessment 

This section summarizes our results. Table 3 presents the full description of our findings. In the 
subsequent sections a synthesis and critical analysis of such data is provided. 
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Table 3 Number of WCAG 1.0 checkpoints supported. 
  Model-driven application generators Visual editors/site Evaluation tools 
Priority N. checkpoint e-Citiz WebRatio VisualWade SketchiXML DreamWeaver FrontPage 2003 Ocawa TAW WebXACT

1.1 An  Su Su Su No An Cr Cr 
1.2       An An An 
1.3          
1.4         An 
2.1        An An 
4.1        No No 
5.1 Su   Su  No An An An 
5.2    Su    An An 
6.1        No No 
6.2        An  
6.3        An An 
7.1        No No 
8.1        An An 
9.1        An An 
11.4        No No 
12.1 An Su Su Su Su No An An An 
12.4 Su  Su  Su    An 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 14.1        No No 

2.2 An No  An    An An 
3.1 An       No No 
3.2     No Su  No No 
3.3 Su Su Su     Cr No 
3.4 An An      An An 
3.5        No No 
3.6        No  
3.7        No No 
5.3        Cr Cr 
5.4        An An 
5.5 An An  Su Su  An An An 
6.4        An No 
6.5          
7.2        No Cr 
7.3        No An 
7.4       An An An 
7.5       An An An 
8.1        Cr  
9.2        An An 
9.3       An An An 
10.1       An Cr Cr 
10.2   Su No Su   No No 
11.1        No No 
11.2       An Cr Cr 
12.2  Su Su      No 
12.3 Su No  No    No No 
12.4 Su  Su  Su No An Cr An 
13.1 An   No No No No No No 
13.2 Su Su Su     No  
13.3  Su Su     No No 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  13.4 Su Su Su     No No 

Number of Checkpoints  14 10 10 9 8 6 12 44 43 
% checkpoints supported 28.57% 20.41% 20.41% 18.37% 16.33% 12.24% 24.49% 89.8% 87.76% 

          
Legend 

No None   Non-relevant for the domain 
Ca Capture   Non-verifiable 
An Analysis   Non-supported 
Cr Critique   Poorly supported 
Su Suggestion   Correctly supported 

    Fully supported  
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5.1 Number of WCAG 1.0 checkpoints supported  

The number of checkpoints actually supported by tools devoted to evaluation is higher than those 
supported by development tools, as expected. As depicted by Figure 3, TAW presents the best 
performance, followed by WebXACT, covering 44 of the 49 WCAG 1.0 checkpoints (i.e. priority 1 
and 2 checkpoints). We recall that results were obtained by different methods. In Figure 3, the numbers 
in parenthesis indicate the tool category and the method of analysis employed (i.e. (1) execution of 
evaluation tools, (2) estimation based on artifacts produced by model-driven tools, (3) analysis 
provided during edition of pages). The tools are ordered by the number of checkpoints supported. 

It can be seen that Ocawa is only able to check (12) of the 49 checkpoints, which means the worst 
performance among evaluation tools (i.e. category 1). This is explained by the fact Ocawa only 
considers checkpoints which can be automatically detected (i.e. automation level analysis). However, 
when comparing Ocawa performance to TAW and WebXACT, there is a difference in number of 
checkpoints inspected for the automation level analysis. None of the tools assessed supports analysis 
based on data capture. 
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 TAW WebXACT e-Citiz Ocawa VisualWade WebRatio SketchiXML DreamWeaver FrontPage 

2003 

Suggestion 0 0 7 0 10 6 5 6 1 

Critique 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Analysis 18 20 7 11 0 2 1 0 0 

Capture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

None 19 18 0 1 0 2 3 2 5 

Total 44 43 14 12 10 10 9 8 6 

Figure 3. Number of WCAG 1.0 checkpoints according the automation Level. 
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5.2 Analyzing quality of checkpoint support  

The support provided by tools can be different according to the information available in artifacts. The 
checkpoint “Provide alternative text for images” can be fully supported over HTML but it becomes 
non-verifiable over navigation models, for instance. In addition, some tools automatically detect errors 
(i.e. guideline violation) whilst others just raise warnings informing designers to proceed to manual 
inspection. In order to measure the quality of inspections we establish some criteria based on empirical 
evidence using the tools. Thus, Figure 4 provides a distribution of checkpoints according to such a 
qualitative evaluation. From left to right, we present the tools according to the quality of support.  
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 TAW WebXACT e-Citiz Ocawa VisualWade WebRatio SketchiXML DreamWeaver FrontPage 

2003 

Fully supported 18 15 14 9 9 8 6 0 0 

Correctly supported 21 19 0 0 0 0 2 7 6 

Poorly supported 5 9 0 1 0 2 4 1 0 

Not supported 5 6 0 0 0 0 37 41 43 

Not verifiable 0 0 23 39 40 39 0 0 0 

Not relevant  0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 44 43 14 12 10 10 9 8 6 

Figure 4. Distribution of checkpoints according to qualitative support. 

 

Hereafter we provide a detailed description of criteria:  

• Fully supported: all facets of the checkpoint are taken into account. Not only is an inspection done 
but extra features such as examples and/or best practices are provided. 
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• Correctly supported: the checkpoint is supported by the tool but does not tackle all the evaluations 
that are possible. Example: only highlighting errors/warnings while automatic correction could be 
done.  

• Poorly supported: only errors are reported, not warnings; no explanations are given; no additional 
documentation for corrections is given; etc. 

• Non-supported: the checkpoint can be verified but is not implemented by the tool. 

• Non-verifiable: the checkpoint cannot be verified even by a human expert, because it requires 
information that is missing. An example of such checkpoints is 14.1: “Use the clearest and 
simplest language appropriate for a site’s content”. At the specification phase this checkpoint is 
not verifiable because texts contained in Web pages are not yet available. 

• Non-relevant for the domain: checkpoints are not taken into account, deliberately, because 
elements never appear in the application domain addressed by the tool. 

5.3 Assessing guidelines support throughout the development process 

In order to provide a rough estimation of the potential for accessibility evaluation of tools in this 
survey Figure 5 shows the best tool’s score at each phase according to the number of checkpoints 
supported (see Figure 3). So that, we have 14 checkpoints supported by e-Citiz at specification phase, 
9 checkpoints supported by SketchiXML at the design phase, 10 checkpoints supported by both 
VisualWade and WebRatio at the implementation phase and 44 checkpoints supported by TAW at the 
post-implementation phase. Such an estimate should be taken carefully because it was made 
considering different methods. Moreover, these scores do not reflect any real development process 
combining the synergistic use of these tools. However, it provides some insights about the potential of 
currently available artifacts to support automated inspection. 
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Figure 5. Number of checkpoints supported during the development process. 

It is important to say that this study is based on existing tool support and the evaluation reflects the 
actual use of such tools. For example, at the phase of specification 28.7% (i.e. 14) of WCAG 1.0 
checkpoints are fully supported by the tool e-Citiz. From the specification e-Citiz automatically 
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generates the final user interface (thus skipping most activities related to design and implementation) 
and it does not support any other particular design activity. This lower number at the design phase is 
due to the kind of artifacts used in the analysis. One must consider that according to the artifacts 
manipulated the results would change. The proactive help to avoid the introduction of accessibility 
flaws whilst editing Web page was estimated to 18.37% (i.e. 9) of the checkpoints. This low score at 
the design phase does not mean that evaluations at this stage of the development process are less 
important. It reflects the poor support of existing tools for design activities.  

5.4 Estimating correction effort 

This section presents a discussion on the correction effort of checkpoints violation. The calculation 
must consider the impact of the correction on the maintenance of the Web sites which might require 
combined manual actions and automated actions. So generally speaking, the effort required to perform 
these actions depends on the tool support available. It is possible to distinguish the following 
dimensions affecting the final correction costs:  

• Actions that should be performed to ensure the conformity with that checkpoint; for example, add 
information (e.g. add an alternative text for an image), delete information (e.g. remove the line 
code for automatic page refresh as this may disorient users) and modify existing information (e.g. 
in a form, labels and their controls must be visually associated; to ensure the conformity with that 
checkpoint, developers might have to modify the position of labels). 

• Automation level available to fix the checkpoints violations which may include none (i.e. manual 
correction), interactive (tools can capture useful data for correcting the problem and/or support 
analysis and critique of the UI pointing where problems occurs but the correction is done 
manually), automated correction, and embedded in the tool (e.g. proactive help) so that it prevents 
designers to add flaws (e.g. prevent to saving pages without a web page title).  

• Integration level between errors reported and evaluated application. For example: no integration 
(reports are presented apart from the application), linked reports (e.g. it is possible to navigate 
from reports to the specific position in the code where errors occur), continuous report (e.g. reports 
are updated whenever the Web page is modified). 

• Knock-on effect of fixing checkpoints violations. The correction of a problem in early phases of 
the development process will prevent it to reappear in the future. For example, fixing color contrast 
on templates will prevent contrast corrections in all Web pages. This dimension is directly related 
to the step of the development process when the problem is identified and corrected. 

• Frequency of checkpoints violations. The global effort should take into account the frequency of 
problems; for example, a missing page title might only appear once for every Web page whilst 
missing alternative text for images will appear as many times as images in the Web site.  

It seems clear that early evaluations would reduce the cost of correction effort associated to 
negative knock-on effect of checkpoint violations. A practical measurement that should be taken into 
account is the number of occurrences of errors and warnings that are identified when a checkpoint is 
not respected. To exemplify this situation, Table 4 shows the results of an automated evaluation using 
WebXACT of two Web sites (A and B). One can remark that WebXACT was able to detect 27 
violations (7 errors + 20 warnings) for the site A and 24 violations (4 errors + 20 warnings) for the site 
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Web B. This evaluation demonstrates the negative knock-on effect of violations corresponding to ~339 
occurrences on the site A and to 385 on the site B.  

Table 4 Average number of checkpoints violation (errors + warnings) for two web sites. 

Web 
site 

Errors Warnings Violations Occurrences of 
Errors 

Occurrences of 
Warnings 

Occurrences of 
violations 

A 7 20 27 142 197 339 
B 4 20 24 197 188 385 

Not all checkpoints can be inspected in early phases. Moreover, the actions required to fix a 
checkpoint violation may change according to the phase of the development process, thus affecting the 
estimation effort. To exemplify this, let’s consider the effect of early corrections on the following 
checkpoints: 

• Checkpoint 5.1 (i.e. “Every table should have a proper header for its cells”). This checkpoint is 
automatically taken into account at specification phase by exploiting abstract models which can 
represent collections of data suitable to be implemented as tables. Artifacts produced at design 
phase do not provide any further information for inspection of headers. At implementation phase, 
this checkpoint can be automatically checked by editor tools when creating new tables. At 
evaluation phase, this checkpoint can be automatically detected by analyzing the HTML code and 
the correction would require the creation of headers (action add) and introduction of appropriate 
labels (action add)  but it should be manually fixed.   

• Checkpoint 12.4 (i.e. “Create a direct association among labels and form fields”). This checkpoint 
can be automatically taken into account at specification and implementation phases. At the design 
phase, designers must correct manually the positioning of elements; due to the fact that creative 
aspect of design is not suitable to do these corrections automatically. At post-implementation this 
problem can be automatically detected but if the checkpoint is violated developers should create a 
label (action add id to the label) and establish an association between internal label and the field 
(action add cross-reference to the field).  

• Checkpoint 13.4 (i.e. “Provide coherent visual mechanism across pages”). By the means of 
appropriate graphical templates, this correction can be automatically made at implementation and 
specification phase. The correction at design and post-implementation phases will require manual 
intervention to correctly place navigation elements in pages (action modify position).  

Assuming that the cost of individual actions is always the same, it is possible to determine that the 
effort required to correct problems related to the checkpoints 5.1 and 12.4 is higher in post-
implementation phases than in earlier phases. For the checkpoint 13.4 the effort is the same at design 
and post-implementation phase. The analysis presented above is far from presenting a definite 
measurement method of costs associated to the correction of violations of accessibility checkpoints. 
Moreover, it is very simplistic as it does not take into account the cost of developing the evaluation 
tools. However, they illustrate that some checkpoints (e.g. WCAG 1.0 5.1, 12.4 and 13.4) can 
effectively be inspected in early phases of the development process thus reducing the impact of the 
multiplicative effect of correction of final applications. Additionally, we suggest that early evaluation 
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and in particular proactive help would have a positive impact for training designers to implement best 
practices concerning accessibility and usability of user interfaces.  

6 Discussion and Related Work 

Using accessibility guidelines is not straightforward for developers and evaluators because some 
expertise is required to correctly understand and apply the guidelines. In addition, manual inspections 
are tedious and costly. To overcome these limitations several tools for organizing guidelines, guiding 
the manual inspection and supporting automated inspection have been developed [29]. Currently, 
several tools exist to assist evaluators during the inspections of Web applications by automatically 
detecting problems, flexibly reporting errors and in some case repairing accessibility flaws. TAW [28] 
and WebXACT [34] provide online inspection of Web sites and became one of the most popular tools 
currently employed. In addition to automated inspection of guidelines, A-Prompt [5] automatically 
repairs some accessibility flaws. Tools like EvalIris and its successor EvalAccess [1,2], MAGENTA 
[21] and DESTINE [6] also provide flexible guidelines selection thus tailoring the inspection to a 
specific sub-set of guidelines. Many of these tools have evolved in more recent years towards tool 
independence of guideline descriptions by the means of external languages (most of them based on 
XML schema). However, there is not yet a general consensus on the format of guideline descriptions. 
For example, WebAccessibility Evaluator (WAEX) [9] supports the automated inspection of 
guidelines expressed in XSLT grammars; KWARESMI [30] and its successor DESTINE [6] can 
inspect guidelines described by the Guideline Description Language (GDL) and MAGENTA [21] 
inspect guidelines described by the Guideline Abstraction language (GAL).  

One advantage of automated inspection is that no extensive knowledge on ergonomics is required 
since most of the technical details are embedded into the tools. However, due to the inner nature of 
guidelines, it seems clear that not all checkpoints can be fully automated and some of them still require 
interpretation and manual inspection. For graphical user interfaces, the automation limit has been 
estimated to 44% of guidelines [14]. For Web applications, the automation limit of full inspection has 
been estimated by Cooper at al. to 15% with some partial support to 35% of guidelines [10]. The 
results presented in the paper study are very similar, indeed. When we look at Table 3 the full analysis 
support (i.e. combination of full-support + analysis, legend    An   ) provided by evaluation tools, we 
can found an automation limit ranging from 16.33% for TAW (i.e. 8 checkpoints) to 18.36% (i.e. 9 
checkpoints) which is close to the 15% full support reported by Cooper at al [10]. Similarly, when 
counting the number of checkpoints non-supported (legend    No   ) and those that due to the inner 
nature are not supported (legend ), we can estimate the manual support to 49% for both TAW 
and WebXACT. 

Traditionally, evaluations are performed over advanced prototypes. However, it has often been 
argued that early evaluations can reduce the costs of correction in latter phases by preventing negative 
knock-on effects of errors in specifications [6, 17, 39]. Currently, some tools for automated inspection 
of Web applications exist but most of them only provide support at post-development phases of the 
development process. Some previous works [8, 19] have compared the efficiency of tools for 
supporting accessibility evaluation. However, these studies were limited to the evaluation of finished 
Web sites. There is an increasing interest on early inspections of usability and accessibility of the user 
interface and new evaluation methods have been proposed to face with the inner difficulties of 
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predicting potential usability/accessibility flaws. For this purpose, new methods based on the 
inspection of prototypes [297] or model-based specifications [7, 39] have been proposed. The quality 
of evaluations in early phases of the development depends upon the quality of specifications available 
(e.g. prototyping, models, etc). However, the maturation of model-based approaches for user interface 
design created new opportunities for automated evaluation. We found that most checkpoints could be 
inspected in early phases and could also be integrated into development tools, thus preventing 
designers to introduce by mistake accessibility problems into design. A typical example of this is the 
checkpoint “creation of associations between labels in fields” which can be either automatically 
inspected but also be used as start point to generate accessible final code of Web sites. We also suggest 
that this proactive strategy applied in early phases of development would help designers to think about 
accessibility which would have a positive effect on the general quality of the user interface. 

Currently there are several guidelines sources for user interfaces [18, 25, 26]. However, as far as 
technical accessibility is concerned, the WCAG 1.0 [38] is still the most widely agreed source of Web 
accessibility guidelines on which actual European and many national certifications of Web sites are 
based on [13]. Automated inspections based of WCAG 1.0 guidelines only provide a basic support for 
ensuring technical accessibility which does not prevent the occurrence of problems during the use of 
the application by people with disabilities (i.e. real accessibility). So that automated inspections must 
be combined with other evaluation techniques (e.g. user testing) for a better coverage of accessibility 
problems. Notwithstanding, this case study shows that an important number of guidelines could be 
taken into account in early phases of the development and in particular during phases of the 
development process where the participation of users is not straightforward (e.g. specification phases).  

7 Conclusions  

This work assesses current available support for anticipating inspections of Web applications with 
respect to accessibility guidelines by combining analysis of existing evaluation tools and estimating the 
possibility of inspection over artifacts produced by tools. Concerning the analysis over artifacts, it is 
important to say that results will certainly change according to the kind of information artifacts 
contain. A feasibility study could determine which information could be added into artifacts (i.e. 
abstract models) to increase the number of accessibility checkpoints inspected. We assume that 
ensuring accessibility conformity should be a concern at each phase of the development process and 
consequently it should be integrated as soon as possible in the lifecycle.  The analysis performed 
shows that it is possible to evaluate some guidelines in very early phases of the development process. 
Even if the most fully automated of all guideline inspection techniques is not possible in early phases 
some proactive help can help designers to prevent errors. The results presented in this paper are part of 
a preliminary study on cost/benefits of anticipating inspections of accessibility guidelines in early 
phases of the development process. Currently it is very difficult to estimate the correction effort of 
accessibility problems because there is a lack of metrics required to measure activities related to fixing 
bugs on the user interface. Some problems could be easily fixed by changing an attribute of a tag (ex. 
by adding an alternative text to an image) while others would require an entire reengineering of Web 
page (ex. remove tables used to do the page layout). The correction effort should also take into account 
the multiplicative effect of errors (that could be detected in early phases, for example on a template) 
that are repeated in all pages of the Web site. 
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